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Introduction: Taiwan in a transnational world
In the past three decades, significant turns in migration studies saw the emergence of transnationalism
as an analytical framework with which to understand contemporary cross-border movements enabled
by globalization and advances in the means of communication and transportation. With the aim of
going beyond the understanding of the lives of migrants as conditioned by the institutions of nationstates, and also to shed light on the changing conditions of global capitalism, scholarship on
transnational migration argues that social inquiry should approach migration phenomena from the
perspective of migrants' lives and focus on the social spheres emerging from their engagement with the
global world (Glick-Schiller et al., 1992; Glick-Schiller et al., 1995; Guarnizo and Smith, 2008; Portes
et al., 1999; Vertovec, 2009). In the words of Amelina and Faist (2012: 1708), transnational migration
studies 'de-naturalized' categories such as nation and space and opened new possibilities to understand
multiplicity, multi-locality, hybridity, and diversity in migrants' lives, identities and practices. Among
others, transnational migration scholarship not only challenges the dichotomy between the local and
global, but also establishes a conceptual link between different localities and social fields in migrants’
lives and practices.
Since it surfaced in the field of migration studies, transnationalism has evolved in different directions.
Focusing on the individual at the micro level, earlier literature on transnational migration studies often
celebrated the agency of migrant actors in shaping their social universes. In contrast, recent debates
have offered more problematized accounts which reconsidered the lingering significance of structural
forces and the ways in which the emerging and changing structures of opportunities and constraints in
the world system 'foster, shape, [and] disable local agency' (Lazar, 2011: 76). Most of these later
accounts illuminated the experiences of contemporary migrants that are framed by the hierarchy of the
global capitalist economy. As a result, dynamism arose from the interactions between the individual
and the structural forces at the global and national levels. Yet, this emphasis on the uneven distribution
of power and wealth in the core, semi-periphery and periphery zones runs the risk of dichotomizing the
experiences of transnational actors. As a result, the world appears polarized between a well-off
population, who enjoy the benefits of new patterns of 'flexible accumulation,' and a 'super-exploited'

population, who are unable to control their own destiny (Robinson, 1998: 578). This dichotomous view
also characterizes the scholarship on East Asian migrations, divided between celebratory accounts of
new opportunities offered to transnational Asian elites, especially those from richer societies in the
region such as Singapore, Taiwan and Hong Kong (Ong, 1999; Pe-Pua et al., 1996; Yeoh et al., 2005),
and the constraints and problems faced by transnational workers and marriage migrants from poorer
countries such as China, Vietnam, Indonesia, and the Philippines (Cheng, 2013; Davin, 2007; Sandel,
2015; So, 2003; Suzuki, 2003; Tsai, 2011; Wang and Chang, 2002).
Using the case of Taiwan as an example, the articles in this special section build on the idea that the
role of the nation-state in transnational migrations should be revisited to robustly assess how migrants'
experiences are shaped not only by their country of origin but also by other factors, including social,
ethnic, economic, and political background. To do so, this thematic section employs the concept of
intersectionality, an approach extensively used by transnational feminists (Al-Ali and Pratt, 2009;
Higginbotham, 1992; King, 1988; Mohanty, 2003), that brings together different levels of analysis so
as to grasp the dynamism and contradictions of transnational experiences. These different dimensions
include national specificity, local and regional dynamics, and the positioning of individuals in the
social hierarchies constituted by gender, class and ethnicity. Adopting intersectionality for analyzing
transnational migration phenomena not only offers a triangulated view of individual migrants’
experiences as conditioned by the uneven distribution of power and wealth among nation-states, but
also elucidates how the nation-state reinvigorates itself by utilizing regional resources and transnational
actors to maintain control of its borders and the boundaries of national community.
The commonality and uniqueness of migration to and from Taiwan lend itself to intersectional analysis.
With its growing significance as an origin, transit and destination country of transnational movements,
Taiwan is an illustrative case whereby critical questions of integration, exclusion, belonging, and the
resistance of migrants can be examined through transnationalism as an analytical framework. Since
democratization and economic liberalization were set in motion three decades ago, Taiwan has become
a prominent site for international migration. In the past three decades, the state of Taiwan has
endeavored to control its borders, maintain the emotive bond with its citizens abroad, navigate the
geographical and sectoral distribution of overseas investment, integrate migrants for national cohesion
and social stability, rein in the expansion and intensification of socio-economic contacts with China,
and manage the tensions in its relationship withChina. These efforts are underlined by its intention to
benefit from the global division of labor and regional interdependence. At the same time, it also strives

to reduce the costs and challenges of accommodating foreign-born residents and citizens whose
desirability is measured by their contributions to production and reproduction.
In its transformation as a destination country, Taiwan seeks to lure foreign talents and skills with
permanent residency, regulate the recruitment and temporary stay of less skilled foreign workers, and
incorporate marriage migrants, a highly feminized migration. Unlike other international migrants,
foreign wives from China and Southeast Asia become, or are expected to be, constituent members of
the national community because of their marriage to Taiwanese nationals and as mothers of future
Taiwanese citizens. Their integration is hindered by a reluctant state deriving from gender, nationality,
ethnicity and class biases. Caught between realizing normative values of multiculturalism and
protecting the interests of patriarchy and nationalism, Taiwan’s policies toward marriage migrants
simultaneously aims to assimilate and discipline foreign women to be chaste wives and capable
mothers (Cheng, 2013; Cheng and Fell, 2014; Momesso, 2016; Sandel and Liang, 2010).
Within the context of the global division of labor and framed by nationalist projects of migrants’ natal
states and Taiwan, individual migrants—whether in their private homes, in their workplaces, or in the
streets— also exercise their agency to improve their lives. In addition, migrants strive to maintain their
ties with their families in the home countries and create links between their natal states and Taiwan. In
these institutional or informal acts, global forces, regional dynamics, national interests and personal
autonomy intersect. In this regard, Taiwan’s experience in international migration and its ramifications
is not unique .
Although Taiwan’s migration experience shares some commonalities with other states, not being
universally recognized as a sovereign state makes Taiwan a special case. The lack of wide international
recognition renders exceptional difficulties not only for the state of Taiwan to exert its sovereignty
over foreign nationals in its territory but also affects the status of its nationals abroad. Problems caused
by the lack of recognition are rooted in China’s refusal to recognize Taiwan’s jurisdiction over the
island’s territory. This refusal, nonetheless, did not impede the flow of Taiwanese investments into
China and benefit from China’s greater production capacity and expanding market. As a global magnet
for jobs, opportunities, and orientalist curiosities and exoticness, China, particularly its cosmopolitan
cities on the coast, also became a significant base for meeting the desires and adventures of the
Taiwanese expatriate community (Shih 1998). In the context of mutual antagonism between Taiwan
and China and the persistent threat of invasion by Chinese military forces, the state of Taiwan does not

enjoy much leverage in reducing further economic dependence on China’s production capacity and
consumption power. Nor is the Taiwanese state able to prevent Taiwanese businesspeople from
receiving the enticing privileges offered by China. What the state of Taiwan seems to achieve,
however, is to regulate the admission of Chinese migrants to the island’s citizenry in the interest of
national security and nation-building.
Informed by intersectionality, the exceptional case of Taiwan brings to the fore its complexity as an
origin and destination of migrants that is otherwise often limited by its national context. This junction,
between commonality and exceptionality, provides the point of departure for this thematic section in
which we assess whether and how the nation-state, in its material and ideological manifestations
respond to the forces of globalization and the transnational movements of people, capital, ideas and
commodities.
The set of papers included in this section deal with different empirical cases to discuss the impact of
Taiwan's status on the everyday lives of migrants. Yu-chin Tseng's paper “Rapprochement at the third
place: Chinese-Taiwanese couples in the UK” interrogates the unexplored case of cross-Strait couples
in third countries. It looks into the couples’ decision-making processes related to marriage, marriage
life, and migration against structural conditions embodied by migration and marriage policies of the
three states (Taiwan, China and a third country) that the couples have to navigate, as well as the
political tensions produced by cross-Strait relations. The existing literature h a s documented and
analyzed the problems faced by cross-Strait families in Taiwan due to political tensions between China
and Taiwan (Friedman, 2010; Momesso, 2017; Momesso and Cheng 2017; Yang and Lee, 2009).
Tseng's research pushes this debate further by discussing how cross-Strait relations transcends their
borders and affects these families' experiences in third countries.
Taking a different angle, Isabelle Cheng's article—“ Reality or Pretense? Renouncing Nationality and
Organized Hypocrisy of the Sovereignty of Taiwan --focuses on marriage migrants' naturalization and
household registration processes in the context of Taiwan’s contested sovereignty. By juxtaposing the
different requirements for naturalization applied to foreign spouses and mainland Chinese spouses, the
paper makes the case for the hypocrisy of the sovereignty of the Taiwanese state. As Cheng argues, the
hypocrisy of Taiwan’s sovereignty shows in its legislation of demanding that migrant spouses renounce
their native nationality or cancel their household registration in China, a demand that may result in the
failure of the origin state to assume the moral responsibility of preventing statelessness but also invites

the origin state to recognize or deny Taiwan’s sovereignty.
Finally, the paper—“Transnational mobility, strong states, and contested sovereignty: Learning from
the China-Taiwan context”—by Lara Momesso and Chun-yi Lee examines two forms of
complementary yet distinct cross-Strait movements, namely, Taiwanese investors living in China and
Chinese marriage migrants living in Taiwan. Their research focuses on how these two groups
responded to Chinese authorities' policies at different stages of cross-Strait relations since the
resumption of exchanges across the Strait in 1987. Their paper suggests that cross-Strait migratory
movements did not weaken

China’s authority and power, but . instead became a new channel to

promote and support its nationalistic goal of a reunified China under the rule of the Communist Party..
With these central themes and drawing from the peculiarity of the case of Taiwan, this collection aims
to contribute to the scholarship on transnational movements by presenting original empirical data and
employing innovative conceptual and theoretical approaches. The analyses suggest that contemporary
migrants, while disengaging from the authority and control of the state as a consequence of their
transnational movements and practices, may also end up being maneuvered and governed by state
actors, and, eventually, supporting the nationalist ideologies of the state. One assumption shared by the
papers here is that under conditions of globalization and high levels of transnational mobility, the
authority of the nation-state over migrant communities is challenged by its

negotiation with a

multiplicity of actors at various levels-- international, regional and local—and is engagement with
migrant communities.
A further insight emerging from the papers is the impact of Taiwan’s status in the international
community on the legal status and rights of migrants, depending on migrants’ geographical, social, and
political positionalities. Tseng (this volume) argues that in response to structural constraints generated
by cross-Strait politics, restrictive immigration rules, and favorable social welfare, cross-Strait couples
in third countries may decide to marry for convenience. In Taiwan, marriage migrants from Vietnam
and mainland China, trapped between the political issues of Taiwan's unrecognized sovereignty and the
need to make practical decisions on whether to acquire Taiwanese nationality/household registration,
may end up persuading themselves of the truthfulness of Taiwan's nationality precisely because of the
choice they made. Across the Taiwan Strait, marriage migrants from mainland China and businessmen
from Taiwan may decide to take advantage of the honors and benefits offered to them by Beijing, even
though this meant, for Taiwanese businessmen, silencing themselves with regard to their political

identities, and for Chinese spouses, patiently waiting for Beijing to appreciate their potential
contributions.
Thus, as the papers in this special section suggest, the nation-state remains a critical category in the
study of cross-border phenomena—migration itself becomes the field where statehood is strengthened
and/or weakened. Yet, as the papers here indicate, the role of the nation-state in its material and
ideological forms may be changed by transnational migration, but it continues to be a

powerful

variable in shaping the experiences and practices of transnational migrants.
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